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In the Matter of a Commission Inquiry into the 
Service Quality, Customer Service, and Billing 
Practices of Frontier Communications 

Docket No. P407, 405/CI-18-122 

REPLY COMMENTS OF  
FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS OF MINNESOTA, INC. AND  

CITIZENS TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY OF MINNESOTA, LLC

Frontier Communications of Minnesota, Inc. and Citizens Telecommunications Company 

of Minnesota, LLC (qFrontierr) submit these Reply Comments in response to the August 21, 2019 

Initial Comments of the Office of the Attorney GeneralpResidential Utilities and Antitrust 

Division &qG9? Aa\g\T_ ;b``Xagfr'* The OAG Initial Comments recommended 19 modifications 

to the Proposed Stipulation of Settlement Pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 237.076, filed on 

August 2, .,-5 &qHebcbfXW KXgg_X`Xagr'*1

As explained below, none of the G9?tf eXVb``XaWXW `bW\Y\VTg\baf TeX needed, many 

would cause unnecessary delays in implementation of the Proposed Settlement, and some would 

prevent implementation.  These consequences should be avoided because, as the Administrative 

Law Judge &q9DBr' recognized:  

� qL[X T_gXeaTg\iX gb g[X QHebcbfXW KXgg_X`XagR \f T VbagXfgXW VTfXr j[\V[ qjbh_W
undoubtedly be a prolonged and expensive undertaking;r2

1 OAG Initial Comments at 16-19. 
2 Statement in Support of Proposed Stipulation of Settlement at 7 (Aug. 2, 2019) [hereinafter q9DB KgTgX`XagrR*
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� L[X HebcbfXW KXgg_X`Xag \f qT YT\e TaW eXTfbaTU_X jTl gb WXT_ j\g[ g[X `h_g\ghWX
of service quality \ffhXf eT\fXW Ul >ebag\Xetf Vhfgb`Xef \a g[\f cebVXXW\aZr3 and 

� qQLR[X fbbaXe g[X ;b``\ff\ba eXi\Xjf TaW TccebiXf g[X cebcbfT_( g[X UXggXe Ybe
>ebag\Xetf Vhfgb`Xef*r4

Further, the reasoning and analysis of OAG Initial Comments to support the proposed 

modifications are flawed, as explained below.  As a result, the Commission should approve the 

Proposed Settlement without modification.   

A. Substantial evidence supports the Proposed Settlement without any further 
development of the record, which will merely delay its implementation.  

The OAG Initial Comments contend g[Tg g[X HebcbfXW KXgg_X`Xag qYT\_f gb \aV_hWX T f\aZ_X

eXYXeXaVX gb g[X c[eTfX sfhUfgTag\T_ Xi\WXaVXtr TaW qYT\_f gb \aV_hWX Tal fg\ch_TgXW YTVghT_

UTV^ZebhaW*r5  The record in this case, including the ALJ Statement and terms and conditions of 

the Proposed Settlement itself, provide substantial evidence that the Proposed Settlement is in the 

public interest.    

The Commission accepted settlements of telephone service quality matters in the US West 

Settlement Order and McLeod Settlement Order based on the terms and conditions of the 

settlements in those cases.6  No separate comments to support the settlement were presented in 

McLeod matter.  While Joint Comments by the Department, OAG, and US West supporting the 

settlement were presented in the US West matter, the ALJ Statement in this proceeding provides 

significantly more assurance of substantial evidence to support the Proposed Settlement than 

existed in the US West case.  As explained below, the Commission can and should rely on the ALJ 

3 ALJ Statement at 7. 
4 ALJ Statement at 7. 
5 OAG Initial Comments at 8-9.  
6 <X ^RO ?K^^O\ YP KX <X`O]^SQK^SYX SX^Y G E I9EF 7YWW_XSMK^SYX]' <XM)e] EO\`SMO C_KVS^c, Docket No. P421/CI-95-
648, Order Accepting Settlement with Modifications at Amended Stipulation (May 2, 1996) Q[XeX\aTYgXe qUS West 
OrderrR7 In the Matter of a Joint Complaint of the Office of the Attorney General and Minnesota Department of 
Commerce and Request for Temporary Relief, Docket P5323/C-03-140, Order Accepting Settlement and Dismissing 
Complaint (2003) Q[XeX\aTYgXe qMcLeod Settlement OrderrR.  
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Statement and the terms and conditions of the Proposed Settlement to support its acceptance 

without any further modification.   

The Proposed Settlement has eliminated the need for any further record development 

because the Proposed Settlement itself assures the benefits of specific customer remedies and 

ongoing, enforceable commitments to improve service.  Accepting the Proposed Settlement also 

serves the public interest by allowing the Commission to avoid additional procedures that will add 

unnecessary expense and delay without any customer benefits.   

B. BPM >39`Z KVUKMYU [PI[ [PM 5VTTQZZQVU SIKRZ I\[PVYQ[_ [V require specific 
customer remedies is not a defect of the Proposed Settlement, but instead 
underscores one of its most significant benefits.  

The OAG Initial Comments discuss Minnesota and 8th Circuit case law holding that the 

Commission lacks authority to order payment of specific customer remedies7 and qeXVb``XaWf

that the Commission more closely analyze whether the Proposed Settlement provides for remedies 

g[Tg Zb UXlbaW g[X Thg[be\gl ZeTagXW gb g[X ;b``\ff\ba Ul g[X E\aaXfbgT DXZ\f_TgheX*r8    While 

the OAG Initial Comments conclude that this is a potential defect in the Proposed Settlement, these 

cases actually provide additional support for the Proposed Settlement because the Proposed 

Settlement makes possible customer benefits that could not be achieved through a contested 

resolution of this matter.    

 The Minnesota Supreme Court and 8th Circuit have held that the Commission lacks 

authority to order payment of specific customer remedies.9   However, neither of those cases 

7 OAG Initial Comments at 11 (citing Aa eX IjXfgtf HXeYbe`TaVX 9ffhe* H_Ta, 783 N.W.2d 571 (Minn. Ct. App. 2010) 
and IjXfg ;bec* i* E\aa* HhU* Mg\_f ;b``ta, 427 F.3d 1061 (8th Cir. 2005)).   
8 OAG Initial Comments at 11.   
9 In re Qwesgtf O[b_XfT_X KXei\VX( 3,. F*O*.W .02( .2. &E\aa* .,,1' &qQLR[X EHM; WbXf abg [TiX fgTghgbel
authority, either express or implied, to impose the self-XkXVhg\aZ cTl`Xagf Tf Ta XaYbeVX`Xag `XV[Ta\f`o*r'7 Qwest 
( 0.3 >*/W Tg -,21 &qO[\_X jX TZeXX g[Tg g[XfX ftatutes give MPUC broad statutory authority to regulate the 
telecommunications market in Minnesota, none of them vest MPUC with the express authority to order remedial 
eX_\XY*r'*
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impede the Proposed Settlement because neither of those cases involved a settlement in which the 

regulated entity had agreed to provide the customer remedies under challenge.  

While these cases establish that the Commission cannot impose customer remedies, that 

limitation does not impede acceptance of the Proposed Settlement, as demonstrated by the 

;b``\ff\batf TccebiT_ bY g[X -552 MK OXfg KXgg_X`Xag that also included specific customer 

remedies.10 In approving that settlement, the Commission relied on those customer remedies, 

among other provisions, to find the settlement was in the public interest.11

The importance of >ebag\Xetf agreement to provide these remedies also underscores the 

need to refrain from seeking to impose added obligations that could eliminate the primary benefits 

of these remedies. Specifically, the absence of Commission authority to require specific customer 

remedies and the importance of such remedies to individual customers is one of the most 

significant public interest benefits of the Proposed Settlement.  That benefit is available as a result 

of >ebag\Xetf TVVXcgTaVX bY eX`XW\Xf g[Tg g[X ;b``\ff\ba Vbh_W abg eXdh\eX &XiXa TYgXe T VbagXfgXW

case).  Accordingly, the Proposed Settlement should be accepted without the modifications.  

C. Frontier provided over $180,000 in customer credits under its AFORs without 
need for any reporting requirements or other supervision, which shows there 
is no basis for concern or modifications to compel future credits. 

L[X G9? [Tf eXVb``XaWXW g[Tg g[X ;b``\ff\ba q[require] Frontier to make an upfront 

dollar-specific payment to a nonrefundable escrow account to discourage the company from 

TeU\geTe\_l WXal\aZ Ubg[ cTfg TaW YhgheX Vhfgb`Xe V_T\`f*r12  The implication is that Frontier 

arbitrarily will deny remedies to customers.  To the contrary, undisputed facts demonstrate that 

10 See, US West Settlement Order at Amended Stipulation, p. 3-7.  
11 US West Settlement Order Tg . &qL[X fXgg_X`Xag cebi\WXf Vb`cXafTg\ba Ybe cTfg fXei\VX dhT_\gl WXY\V\XaV\Xf*r' TaW
/ &qL[X fXgg_X`Xag fXgf `\a\`h` cXeYbe`TaVX fgTaWTeWf o( c_hf \aW\i\WhT_ Vhfgb`Xe eX`XW\Xf Ybe YT\_\aZ gb `XXg
g[X`*r' TaW 2 &q>be g[X eXTfbaf fXg Ybeg[ TUbiX( g[X ;b``\ff\ba Y\aWf g[X fXgg_X`Xag o \f fhccbegXW Ul fhUfgTag\T_
Xi\WXaVX TaW \a g[X chU_\V \agXeXfg*r'.   
12 OAG Initial Comments at 17 (emphasis added). 
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there is no basis for such an implication, much less for modifications intended to force Frontier to 

do what it has proven it will voluntarily do.   

The Proposed Settlement provides customer credits for future service shortfalls and for   

ce\be fXei\VX \ffhXf qYbe j[\V[ g[X Vhfgb`Xe [Tf abg T_eXTWl UXXa VeXW\gXW be eXYhaWXW.r 13 This 

provision recognizes that Frontier previously provided over $180,000 in individual customer 

remedies called for under the Frontier-MN and CTC-MN AFOR Plans.  The individual customer 

credits already provided by Frontier included: (1) residential and business out of service conditions 

not restored within 24 hours; (2) residential and business repeated service issues; (3) residential 

and business missed service appointments; and (4) service installations not met.  Those credits 

already provided are summarized below: 

Summary of Frontier AFOR Credits  
2015-2018 

Total Amount Credited Total customers credits 
[NOT PUBLIC DATA BEGINS

2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 

NOT PUBLIC DATA ENDS]
Total $181,734 14,289 

Those customer credits were provided by Frontier under the AFOR Plans without any 

regulatory reporting,14 much less qnon-refundabler escrow funding.   

Finally, the Proposed Settlement further includes a process for direct oversight by the 

Department and Commission of claims for prior service issues in which the Department may 

13 Proposed Settlement at Section II, p. 4.    
14 There was no provision in the AFOR Plans for filing with the Commission or other reporting of credits provided to 
customers, and the Department had not requested this information from Frontier.  As a result, the fact that these credits 
were provided may not have been generally known. 
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review and challenge any determination by Frontier that a particular customer is not eligible for 

the remedies.15

D. BPM >39`Z Initial Comments do not consider the delays, uncertainties, and 
other detriments that would result from not accepting the Proposed 
Settlement.    

The OAG Initial ;b``Xagf eXVb``XaW g[Tg g[X ;b``\ff\ba Vbaf\WXe qj[Xg[Xe g[X

HebcbfXW KXgg_X`Xagtf eX`XW\Xf TeX cebcbeg\baT_ gb g[X ZeTi\gl bY >ebag\Xetf alleged conductr16

TaW V_T\`f g[Tg g[X qcXeiTf\iXaXff bY >ebag\Xetf alleged violations bY E\aaXfbgTtf

gX_XVb``ha\VTg\baf _Tjf \f jX__ fhccbegXW Ul g[X eXVbeW*r17  The limitation that the conduct and 

i\b_Tg\baf TeX `XeX_l qT__XZXWr &abg cebiXa) and disputed by Frontier is ignored.  >ebag\Xets 

March 5, 2019 Response to the Department Report explains how the claims of violations by 

Frontier in the Department Report are subject to many significant disputed factual issues that 

would necessitate a contested case proceeding to resolve.18 As the ALJ recognized, the 

consequence of these disputes is that q[t]he alternative to the [Proposed Settlement] is a contested 

VTfX*r19  The ALJ is correct in this assessment.  

Minn. Stat. § ./3*,4- cebi\WXf g[Tg \Y qg[X Vb``\ff\ba Y\aWf g[Tg T f\Za\Y\VTag YTVghT_ \ffhX

eT\fXW [Tf abg UX eXfb_iXW gb Qg[X ;b``\ff\batfR fTg\fYTVg\ba( o g[X Vb``\ff\ba f[T__ beWXe g[Tg T

VbagXfgXW VTfX [XTe\aZ UX VbaWhVgXW haWXe V[TcgXe -0 o*r20  The Commission has consistently 

ordered contested cases in Commission-initiated investigations under Minn. Stat. § 237.081 where 

there are unresolved factual issues.  For example, the Commission ordered a contested case in its 

investigation under Minn. Stat. § 237.081 into possible discriminatory practices regarding US 

15 Proposed Settlement at Section II, p. 8.    
16 OAG Initial Comments at 12 (emphasis added). 
17 OAG Initial Comments at 10 (emphasis added). 
18 >ebag\Xetf ETeV[ 1( .,-5 JXfcbafX Tg .3-73. 
19 ALJ Statement at 7.   
20 Minn. Stat. § 237.081, subd. 2(a) and 2(c).   
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Westtf EXZT:\g fXei\VXf, determining that q\g VTaabg eXfb_iX( ba g[X UTf\f bY g[X eXVbeW UXYbeX \g(

many of the issues listed below.  They turn in part on factual issues best developed in formal 

evidentiary pebVXXW\aZf*r21  Minnesota courts have also consistently remanded matters back to the 

Commission when a contested case was not held and the evidence in the record did not support 

g[X ;b``\ff\batf WXV\f\ba*22

L[XfX WXV\f\baf fhccbeg g[X 9DBtf VbaV_hf\ba that:  

[T][X cTeg\Xft eXfbheVXf TeX UXggXe W\eXVgXW gb \`c_X`Xag\aZ g[X QHebcbfXW
Settlement], thereby providing customer remedies and improving service, than to 
litigating. A contested case would undoubtedly be a prolonged and expensive 
undertaking.23

E. The 5VTTQZZQVU`Z TVLQNQKI[QVU VN [PM )11. CA DMZ[ AM[[SMTMU[ LVMZ UV[

support any modification of the Proposed Settlement.   

The OAG Initial Comments compare the Proposed Settlement to the 1996 US West 

Settlement and recommends adding provisions to facilitate Commission rejection at a later time.24

L[X G9?tf Vb`cTe\fba TaW eX_\TaVX ba g[X ;b``\ff\batf `bW\Y\VTg\ba bY -552 MK OXfg

Settlement are unsound because of the vast differences between that settlement and the Proposed 

Settlement.   

The Proposed Settlement consists of 29 pages of single spaced terms backed-up by over 26 

reports25 and 11 required service improvements and related plans.26  As the ALJ recognized, qL[X

21 In re CompVKSX^ DOVK^SXQ ^Y G E I9EF 7YWW_XSMK^SYX]' <XM)e] B\YWY^SYX YP S^] ?OQK6S^ EO\`SMO], Docket No. 
P421/C-98-997, Notice and Order for Hearing (Nov. 20, 1998); see also In re Commission Investigation into Qwest 
7Y\ZY\K^SYXe] B\Y`S]SYX YP @O^aY\U 9VOWOX^] ^Y 7LECs and into Related Marketing Practices Targeting CLEC 
Customers, Docket No. P421/CI-09-1066, Notice and Order for Hearing (Apr. 26, 2010) and In re Complaint of 
Desktop Media, Inc. Against Qwest Corporation Regarding Disputed Charges, Docket No. P421/C-05-1209, Notice 
and Order for Hearing (July 3, 2008). 
22 Aa eX E\aa* HhU* Mg\_f ;b``ta Aa\g\Tg\ba bY Kh``Tel AaiXfg\ZTg\ba, 417 N.W.2d 274, 287 (Minn. Ct. App. 1987); 
Aa eX JXdhXfg Ybe KXei\VX \a IjXfgtf LbYgX =kV[TaZX, 666 N.W.2d 391, 397 (Minn. Ct. App. 2003).  
23 ALJ Statement at 7. 
24 OAG Initial Comments at 13. 
25 Proposed Settlement at 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23. 
26 Proposed Settlement at 4, 9, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 21. 
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[Proposed Settlement] covers an extraordinarily wide range of specific commitments by 

>ebag\Xe*r27  Further, implementation of these commitments is backed up by oversight provided by 

both the Department and Commission.28  These features fully support the ALJtf observation that 

qTo arrive at mutually acceptable solutions, both the Department and Frontier had to carefully 

Vbaf\WXe XTV[ bg[Xetf bU]XVg\baf gb cebcbfT_f TaW VeXTg\iX_l eXfcbaW*r29

By comparison, the 1996 US West Settlement included virtually no reports and no 

opportunity for future supervision or input by the Commission.30 Accordingly, the Proposed 

Settlement provides the Commission the ongoing ability to supervise service improvement that 

was missing from, and caused modification of, the 1996 US West Settlement.  

F. =VUM VN [PM >39`Z YMKVTTMULed changes should be accepted. 

L[X Yb__bj\aZ TeX >ebag\Xetf JXfcbafXf gb g[X -5 fcXV\Y\V eXVb``XaWTg\baf `TWX Ul g[X

OAG for modifications to the Proposed Settlement.  As explained further below, none of these 

recommendations is needed, many would cause delays in implementation of the Proposed 

Settlement, and some would prevent implementation.  

A. Substantial Evidence. 

1. Requiring the parties to submit a list of past Frontier customer complaints for which there 
is an agreement concerning the availability of remedies. 

Frontier Response: Frontier has responded to all complaints filed with the Commission and 
the Proposed Settlement includes a detailed process to inform Frontier customers of the 
opportunity to submit claims.  Attempting to develop a pre-agreed list of customers who will 
receive remedies would be laborious, be far less inclusive, and cause delay in providing 
remedies to customers.   

27 ALJ Statement at 6. 
28 Proposed Settlement at 1-2.  
29 ALJ Statement at 5-6. 
30 US West Settlement Order at 5. 
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2. Requiring the parties to further elucidate the extent to which substantial evidence in the 
record supports a finding that the Proposed Settlement resolves the issues framed by the 
Commission. 

Frontier Response: Embellishing the record is unnecessary because the terms of the Proposed 
Settlement provide ample substantial evidence that the issues framed by the Commission are 
resolved on terms very favorable to customers.  One of the most significant public interest 
benefits of the Proposed Settlement is that it provides significant past and future customer 
remedies.  The OAG Initial Comments explain that the Commission could not require such 
remedies, even with a full contested case record.31  In contrast, there is no legal obstacle to the 
Commission approving customer remedies in the Proposed Settlement Frontier has accepted.  

B. Public Interest. 

3. Requiring the parties to submit proposals regarding the timeframe by which the 
Department will complete its investigation into the Excluded Issues and Reserved Matters 
over which the Department and/or Commission have jurisdiction and explain the 
Commission's options for next procedural steps after completion of such Department 
investigation. 

Frontier Response: There is no reason that the implementation of the Proposed Settlement 
should be delayed while Excluded Issues and Reserved Matters are being reviewed. 
Attempting to generate such a timetable would delay implementation of the Proposed 
Settlement and the resulting significant benefits to customers.   

4. Requiring the parties to further elucidate the extent to which the Proposed Settlement's 
past remedies would be resolved in a more definite and timely manner than if the 
Commission were to refer this matter to a contested case hearing. 

Frontier Response: The Proposed Settlement provides the Commission clear authority to 
achieve specific customer remedies (unli^X g[X ;b``\ff\batf _TV^ bY Thg[be\gl gb beWXe fhV[
remedies).  Further, a contested case would require at least 12 months (and could require far 
more time), making the Proposed Settlement also far more timely.   

5. Requiring the parties to further elucidate the extent to which the Proposed Settlement 
would provide the Commission with a reasonable assurance regarding Frontier's 
compliance with Minnesota's telecommunications statutes and rules in light of the 1996 
Order Accepting US West Settlement with Modifications. 

Frontier Response:  The Proposed Settlement provides substantial assurance of future 
compliance through extensive reporting and service obligations, backed up by detailed and 
ongoing oversight by the Department and Commission, including the ability to require 
modifications by Frontier.  In contrast, the 1996 US West settlement provided no such terms.  

31 OAG Comments, p. 11-12. 
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6. Requiring the parties to further elucidate the extent to which the Proposed Settlement 
provides for reasonable remedies compared with Frontier's alleged conduct in light of the 
1996 Order Accepting US West Settlement with Modifications. 

Frontier Response: Several factors show the Proposed Settlement provides appropriate 
remedies.  First, the Proposed Settlement includes detailed service improvement plans (with 
ongoing direct regulatory oversight) that far exceed the 1996 US West Settlement (or any prior 
settlement before the Commission).  Second, the Proposed Settlement provides far more 
detailed customer-specific remedies than the 1996 US West Settlement.  Third, the 1996 US 
West Settlement does not provide a meaningful point of comparison because of US Wefgtf
position in 1996 as a near monopoly service provider (with customers having minimal service 
alternatives from other wireline other wireless providers), unlike the current case.  

C. Remedies Under The Proposed Settlement. 

7. Resolving the parties' apparent disagreement over what constitutes a complaint for 
purposes of administering the Proposed Settlement. See Proposed Settlement at 15, Section 
III.G.7. 

Frontier Response: It is unnecessary to resolve the broad scale legal issue to implement the 
Proposed Settlement, and settlements are often implemented precisely because parties do not 
agree on the underlying legal issues.  Pursuing such an unnecessary issue will provide no 
benefits to Frontier customers, but will delay (and could even prevent) implementation of the 
HebcbfXW KXgg_X`Xag* >heg[Xe( ;b``\ff\ba TVg\ba eXZTeW\aZ T WXY\a\g\ba bY qVb`c_T\agr jbh_W
inappropriately impact other carriers who are not parties to this docket.32

8. Clarifying, as appropriate, that the Commission initiated its investigation to vindicate the 
rights of individual Frontier customers, in order to insulate the Proposed Settlement from 
potential section 16A.151 challenges. 

Frontier Response: No clarification is necessary or appropriate.  The Proposed Settlement is 
insulated from Section 16A.151 challenges because the Proposed Settlement is clearly within 
the exception provided at Minn. Stat. § 16A.151, subd. 2(a) g[Tg Tcc_\Xf j[Xa qT fgTgX bYY\V\T_
litigates or settles a matter on behalf of specific injured persons or entit\Xfr( Tf Xkc_T\aXW Ul
the Minnesota Court of Appeals in <X \O CaO]^e] BO\PY\WKXMO 5]]_\KXMO BVKX)33

9. Requiring Frontier to make an upfront dollar-specific payment to a nonrefundable escrow 
account to discourage the company from arbitrarily denying both past and future customer 
claims. 

Frontier Response: This coercive recommendation rests on a premise that does not exist (that 
Frontier is likely to arbitrarily deny customer claims), ignores facts that refute that premise 
&>ebag\Xetf cebi\f\ba bY biXe $-4,(,,0 of customer credits during its recent AFORs without 

32 The March 5, 2019 Comments of the Minnesota Telecommunications Alliance demonstrates that the resolution of 
this legal question has a wider impact than just this case. 
33 783 N.W.2d 571 (Minn. Ct. App. 2010). 
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any reporting or other direct regulatory supervision), and ignores the oversight provided by the 
Department and Commission under Sections I.F and II of the Proposed Settlement.  This 
recommendation, and its implications, are unacceptable to Frontier.    

10. Imposing a stayed civil penalty to be later recovered by the Office of the Minnesota 
Attorney General pursuant to section 237.461 in the event Frontier either continues to 
violate telecommunication laws or otherwise fails to comply with the Proposed Settlement. 

Frontier Response: There is no basis for any civil penalties, stayed or otherwise, and a 
contested case process would be needed for any attempt to provide such a basis.  This 
recommendation, and its implications, are unacceptable to Frontier.  As a result, taking up such 
a recommendation will cause delays at best and could eliminate the basis for the Proposed 
Settlement to be implemented at all.  

11. Exploring additional enforcement measures that compensate Frontier customers without 
contravening legal precedent finding that the Commission is without express or implied 
authority to compel remedial damages. 

Frontier Response:  This recommendation appears to call for an exploration of additional 
measures to enforce compensation of customers that the OAG Initial Comments demonstrate 
the Commission cannot require. Such a process is certain cause delay and add confusion 
regarding the customer remedies that are a core benefit of the Proposed Settlement to the 
disadvantage of customers, while providing nothing useful.   

12. Amending Section I.G to require Frontier to include in its quarterly report to the 
Department the details regarding all customer complaints for which Frontier denied the 
remedies provided for in Section I.G.1-6. 

Frontier Response:  This recommendation appears to reflect the mistaken assumption that 
these future customer remedies rest on formal customer complaints.  To the contrary, customer 
credits will be provided in response to service issues identified by Frontier or a customer in the 
normal course of business (like the over $180,000 of customer credits provided under the 
Frontier-Minnesota and CTC-Minnesota AFORs).   Since these remedies are not driven by 
customer complaints, there is no basis to report the number of customer complaints denied.  

13. Clarifying, as appropriate, whether the Commission may approve (with or without 
modifications) the remedial relief provided to Frontier customers under section 237.076 
without violating past legal precedent holding that the Commission is without express or 
implied legislative authority to order remedial relief. 

Frontier Response: Fb V_Te\Y\VTg\ba \f aXXWXW be Tccebce\TgX* L[X ;b``\ff\batf TccebiT_ bY
g[X -552 MK OXfg KXgg_X`Xag WX`bafgeTgXf g[X ;b``\ff\batf Thg[be\gl gb TccebiX Vhfgb`Xe
specific remedies in the context of a settlement.   
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14. Amending the Proposed Settlement to require a specific claims process for future Frontier 
customer complaints alleging violations of Section I.G.1-6 similar to the claims process 
for past Frontier violations as elucidated in Section II. 

Frontier Response: As explained above, Frontier provided over $180,000 in customer credits 
to over 14,000 customers under the Frontier AFOR Plans without any reporting or active 
supervision, much less the need for any formal procedure.  These facts demonstrate there is no 
need for added procedures in the Proposed Settlement.   

D. Ongoing Commission Authority Over The Proposed Settlement.  

15. Maximizing the Commission's ability to terminate that agreement in the event Frontier 
continues to violate telecommunication laws in light of the 1996 Order Accepting US West 
Settlement with Modifications. 

Frontier Response:  This recommendation should be rejected because the Proposed 
Settlement contains detailed service improvement plans under ongoing regulatory oversight by 
the Department and Commission that were completely absent from the 1996 US West 
Settlement.  In addition, the 1996 US West Settlement arose in the absence of service 
alternatives for customers while the Proposed Settlement arises in the context of multiple 
service alternatives from landline, mobile, and internet service providers.   

E. Miscellaneous. 

16. Amending Section VII.D so that the parties are provided ten days to respond to a 
Commission order modifying the Proposed Settlement to align the timeframe with that 
contained in section 237.076. 

Frontier Response: Frontier has no objection to the use of either the ten day period set forth 
in Minn. Stat. § 237.076, or the shorter three business day period set forth in the Proposed 
Settlement, so long as both Parties (the Department and Frontier) are subject to the same time 
period. 

17. Clarifying the extent to which the Department's or the Commission's actions to vindicate 
the rights of Frontier customers impact or otherwise preclude those customers' legal or 
administrative abilities to independently seek relief from Frontier. 

Frontier Response: The Section VII.E requires no clarification, reading as follows:  

E. Individual Customer Rights Not Affected: This Proposed Settlement and 
any Commission Order accepting the Proposed Settlement do not preclude any 
Frontier customer(s) or former customer(s) from taking any action, including but 
not limited to, filing a separate complaint with the Commission regarding the 
customerts or former customerts Frontier service before or after any Commission 
Order accepting the Proposed Settlement.  (emphasis added). 
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18. Requiring Frontier to waive any equitable arguments (e.g., statutes of limitation, repose, 
etc.) that would preclude the Commission, the Department and/or any individual Frontier 
citizen from seeking remedies under the Proposed Settlement. 

Frontier Response: Section VII.E of the Proposed Settlement (quoted above) requires no 
V_Te\Y\VTg\ba( TaW >ebag\Xetf TZeXX`Xag gb g[X HebcbfXW KXgg_X`Xag WbXf abg eXdh\eX
embellishment with waivers, which will inevitably be subject to uncertainty and interpretation 
and use in unanticipated ways, which will make such a change unacceptable to Frontier.   

19. Moving the Excluded Issues and Reserved Matters from Section III.S-X, which governs 
future Frontier conduct, into Section I to clarify that such excluded issues and matters 
relate both to past and future Frontier conduct. 

Frontier Response: Relocating Sections III.S through III.X from one part of the Proposed 
Settlement to another is unnecessary and will provide no clarification since Sections III.S 
through III.X are equally clear in any location.   

F. Conclusion  

For the reasons set forth above and in the ALJ KgTgX`Xag TaW \a g[X >ebag\Xetf

August 21, 2019 Comments, the Commission should the Commission should approve the 

Proposed Settlement without modification, contrary to the OAG Initial Comments.  
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Dated:  September 4, 2019 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 

MOSS & BARNETT, PA 
____/s/_______________ 
Richard J. Johnson 
Moss & Barnett, P.A. 
150 South Fifth Street 
Suite 1200 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
612-877-5275 
Rick.Johnson@lawmoss.com

and 

Kevin Saville 
Senior Vice President and General Counsel 
Frontier Communications 
401 Merrit 7 
Norwalk, CT 06851 
203-614-5030 
Kevin.Saville@ftr.com

Attorneys on Behalf of Frontier Communications
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